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Joe Farinaccio is an acclaimed boat designer known for his innovative and
practical designs, particularly in the realm of multihulls. Among his many
creations, his small trimarans stand out for their unique blend of
performance, stability, and versatility.

In this article, we delve into the details of Farinaccio's smaller trimaran
designs, exploring their intended uses, key features, and remarkable
characteristics. Whether you're a seasoned sailor or simply curious about
the world of multihulls, this comprehensive guide will provide valuable
insights into these exceptional vessels.

F-22 Trimaran

Intended Use: Day sailing, coastal cruising, and racing
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The F-22 Trimaran is a compact yet capable design that excels in a wide
range of sailing conditions.

Key Features:

Length: 22 feet

Beam: 11 feet

Draft: 2 feet

Displacement: 1,500 pounds

Sail Area: 220 square feet

Construction: Fiberglass

Notable Characteristics:

Versatile design suitable for both recreational and competitive sailing.

Shallow draft allows for easy access to shallow waters and beach
landings.

Spacious cockpit with ample seating and storage.

Retractable daggerboards provide excellent upwind performance.

F-24 Trimaran

Intended Use: Extended coastal cruising, liveaboard, and offshore
adventures

The F-24 Trimaran is a slightly larger design that offers increased living
space and amenities for extended voyages.



Key Features:

Length: 24 feet

Beam: 12 feet

Draft: 3 feet

Displacement: 2,200 pounds

Sail Area: 260 square feet

Construction: Fiberglass

Notable Characteristics:

Spacious cabin with two berths, a galley, and a head.

Large deck area with plenty of room for relaxation and entertaining.

Twin rudders for precise steering and maneuverability.

Optional diesel outboard provides auxiliary power for long passages.

F-27 Trimaran

Intended Use: Coastal cruising, extended voyages, and offshore sailing

The F-27 Trimaran is Farinaccio's largest small trimaran design, offering
even more space and comfort for extended adventures.

Key Features:

Length: 27 feet

Beam: 13 feet



Draft: 3 feet 6 inches

Displacement: 2,800 pounds

Sail Area: 300 square feet

Construction: Fiberglass

Notable Characteristics:

Spacious cabin with four berths, a full galley, and a navigation station.

Large cockpit with comfortable seating and a bimini top for sun
protection.

Powerful diesel outboard for reliable auxiliary power.

Self-bailing cockpit for safety and convenience.

Common Features of Farinaccio's Small Trimarans

While each of Farinaccio's small trimarans has unique characteristics, there
are several common features that define their designs:

Shallow Draft: All of these trimarans have shallow drafts, making
them ideal for exploring shallow waters, navigating canals, and
beaching.

Retractable Daggerboards: Retractable daggerboards provide
excellent upwind performance while allowing for shallow-water access.

Spacious Cockpits: Generous cockpit areas offer ample space for
relaxation, entertaining, and sailing operations.



Lightweight Construction: Fiberglass construction ensures lightness,
durability, and low maintenance.

Joe Farinaccio's small trimarans are exceptional vessels that combine
performance, stability, and versatility. Whether you seek a compact day
sailer, a comfortable coastal cruiser, or an adventure-ready offshore vessel,
Farinaccio's designs offer a range of options to suit your needs.

With their shallow drafts, spacious cockpits, and retractable daggerboards,
these trimarans provide a unique and rewarding sailing experience. If
you're considering adding a multihull to your fleet, be sure to explore the
remarkable creations of Joe Farinaccio.
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Spy Secrets That Can Save Your Life
` In the world of espionage, survival is paramount. Intelligence operatives
face life-threatening situations on a regular basis, and they rely...

An Elusive World Wonder Traced
For centuries, the Hanging Gardens of Babylon have been shrouded in
mystery. Now, researchers believe they have finally pinpointed the
location of...
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